Lone-pair Stabilization in Transparent Amorphous Tin Oxides: A Potential Route to p-type Conduction Pathways
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ABSTRACT: The electronic and atomic structures of amorphous transparent tin oxides have been investigated by a combination of x-ray spectroscopy and atomistic calculations. Crystalline SnO is a promising p-type transparent oxide semiconductor due to a complex lone-pair hybridization that affords both optical transparency despite a small electronic band gap and spherical s-orbital character at the valence band edge. We find that both of these desirable properties (transparency and s-orbital valence band character) are retained upon amorphization despite the disruption of the layered lone-pair states by structural disorder. We explain the anomalously large band gap widening necessary to maintain transparency in terms of lone-pair stabilization via atomic clustering. Our understanding of this mechanism suggests that continuous hole conduction pathways along extended lone pair clusters should be possible under certain stoichiometries. Moreover, these findings should be applicable to other lone-pair active semiconductors.

INTRODUCTION

Hole doping in transparent oxide semiconductors is a longstanding problem due to the deep and localized oxygen 2p states that typically form the valence band edge.¹,² The directional nature of these p-orbitals makes forming continuous conduction pathways at the valence band edge far more challenging than at the s-orbital derived conduction band edge common in n-type oxides such as IGZO.³ This problem is particularly pronounced in amorphous materials where lattice networks are distorted and broken. In addition, these O 2p states typically lie too far below the Fermi level in transparent, wide band gap oxides to allow for straightforward p-type doping.⁴–⁶

Previous attempts to overcome these issues have involved modulating the valence band edge through hybridization of the O 2p with metal orbitals, such as in the case of CuAlO₂ and its O 2p - Cu 3d hybridization.⁷–⁹ However, the highly directional nature of the commonly utilized orbitals means that structural disorder disturbs this crucial hybridization; severely disrupting hole conduction pathways. As such, although possible p-type transparent amorphous oxide semiconductor (TAOS) candidates have been reported, e.g., a-ZnO-RhO₂¹⁰ and a-ZnCoO₂, fourteen to nineteen no bona fide p-type TAOS materials have been sufficiently demonstrated or commercialized to date.

In this study, we investigate the effects of structural disorder on thin films possessing a stannous oxide (SnO) stoichiometry. SnO and other lone-pair active, post-
transition metal oxides can have a raised and delocalized valence band edge due to a complex hybridization between the O 2p and metal s- and p- orbitals.\textsuperscript{14–20} Moreover, in SnO this hybridization results in a small (~0.7eV), indirect, electronic band gap which enables bipolar doping without curtailing optical transparency.\textsuperscript{21–23} However, these orbital interactions have only been thoroughly examined within the context of layered crystal structures incorporating a lone-pair distortion. The effects of structural disorder on the orbital hybridizations within these lone-pair active materials have yet to be thoroughly studied and understood.

We find that in contrast to common n-type TAOS materials,\textsuperscript{24–27} amorphization of SnO results in an increase in electron stability at the valence band edge with no apparent band gap shrinkage due to deep subgap states. This preserves optical transparency, despite the loss of the indirect/direct band gap distinction present in the crystalline phase. Additionally, we uncover a propensity at this metal rich stoichiometry for tin atoms to form stabilizing clusters which amalgamate the tin lone-pair electron states, similar to the layering and lone-pair distortions in the crystalline phase. This leads to a valence band edge with substantial metal s-orbital character in the amorphous phase. We suggest that this lone-pair clustering has the potential to facilitate the formation of hole conduction pathways in amorphous oxides if stoichiometry and atomic coordination can be properly controlled. This work provides new insight into the interplay between atomistic and electronic structure necessary for developing future p-type TAOS materials.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

Tin monoxide thin films were grown at high temperatures on yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ) (001) substrates using pulsed laser deposition (PLD) under an oxygen partial pressure. Room temperature growths on soda-lime glass were also carried out, since low temperature processes on inexpensive substrates would be preferable for the creation of mass produced electronics. The thicknesses of the films were on the order of 100 nm, as determined by cross-sectional scanning electron microscopy.

Figure 1 (a) shows x-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements used to determine film crystallinity. Most films grown at 575°C on YSZ display peaks attributable to crystalline SnO, however, the degree of crystallinity is highly dependent on the oxygen partial pressure during deposition.\textsuperscript{28} The tuning of structural disorder from highly crystalline to fully amorphous is shown by the normalized SnO (002) peaks in Figure 1 (b). Increasing broadening of the SnO diffraction peaks from samples A to C is observed, indicating a decrease in crystallite size/crystalline quality with increasing oxygen partial pressure. No SnO\textsubscript{x} peaks are observable in the XRD spectra of the sample grown at the highest oxygen partial pressure (sample D) at any sample orientation, indicating full amorphization. Films grown at room temperature on glass were found to be amorphous by XRD and appear nearly identical to the high temperature amorphous films optically and electronically (see Supporting Information for more details).
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*Figure 1. (a), X-ray diffraction spectra (regions without peaks have been omitted) of a series of SnO/YSZ thin films grown by pulsed laser deposition. (b), Zoomed in SnO (002) peak showing broadening with increasing oxygen partial pressure.*

Figure 2. (a), Photo of various amorphous SnO thin films on glass and single-polished YSZ. (b), Direct and indirect Tauc plots for an amorphous SnO film on glass (D*).
The electronic properties of the films were also found to trend with oxygen partial pressure. Partially crystalline SnO films were found to be p-type from Hall measurements, while the fully amorphous films could not be accurately measured by the system. The previously reported carrier concentration ($N_h \sim 1 \times 10^{17} \, \text{cm}^{-3}$) and hole mobility ($\mu_h = 7 \, \text{cm}^2 \, \text{V}^{-1} \, \text{s}^{-1}$) of Sample A,\textsuperscript{21} result in a conductivity among the highest reported in the literature for crystalline SnO. Sample B was found to have a higher hole concentration than Sample A ($N_h = 1.3 \times 10^{18} \, \text{cm}^{-3}$) but lower hole mobility ($\mu_h = 1.6 \, \text{cm}^2 \, \text{V}^{-1} \, \text{s}^{-1}$). Sample C was found to have an even higher hole concentration ($N_h = 1.7 \times 10^{18} \, \text{cm}^{-3}$) and lower mobility ($\mu_h = 1.2 \, \text{cm}^2 \, \text{V}^{-1} \, \text{s}^{-1}$). This is consistent with the formation of additional structural defects due to worsening crystal quality. Consistent Hall measurement results could not be obtained on any of the fully amorphous films, suggesting they are more resistive than the partially crystalline films. However, the Hall effect is known to be far less straightforward in amorphous materials, especially if polaron hopping plays a large role in the No significant optical changes were observed with the changes in the growth parameters. Amorphous films grown at room temperature still appear optically transparent with a slight yellow hue similar to crystalline SnO,\textsuperscript{21} as shown in Figure 2 (a). Film thickness variations are responsible for the gradated appearance of some of the films. An optical band gap of 3 eV was determined from Tauc analysis, with additional weak absorption observed down to approximately 2 eV, as shown in Figure 2 (b). While the optical gap compares well to the direct band gap of crystalline SnO (~2.7 eV), the weak absorption starting at ~2 eV represents a substantial increase from the electronic gap of crystalline SnO (0.7 eV).\textsuperscript{21–23} Although crystalline mixed Sn$^{2+}$/Sn$^{4+}$ oxides have been found to have band gaps larger than SnO but smaller than SnO$_2$,\textsuperscript{29} no evidence of these crystalline intermediate phases was observed in the XRD spectra of the structurally disordered films.

To confirm that the films possessed the desired SnO stoichiometry and Sn$^{2+}$ charge state, x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was performed. From XPS core-level analysis, the high temperature films (A-D) were found to have tin to oxygen ratios of 1:0.85 (A), 1:0.94 (B), 1:0.95 (C), and 1:1.03 (D). An example room temperature amorphous film (D*) was found to have a ratio of 1:0.9. In comparison, reference SnO$_2$ films were found to have tin to oxygen ratios of 1:1.62 and 1:2.03 for amorphous and crystalline, respectively. With the exception of sample A and the amorphous SnO$_2$ reference, all samples display the expected ratios within the limits of our detection. We note that the seemingly oxygen deficient compositions of these outliers are likely an artifact from our consideration of surface contamination (see Supporting Information for more details). For further analysis we employed synchrotron-based hard x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy.
(HAXPES), which provides a much deeper probing depth than XPS, thereby reducing the contribution of surface species/contamination to the experimental spectra.

Figure 3 (a) shows the spin–orbit split Sn 3d_{5/2} core-level of the films measured using HAXPES, including SnO_{2}, thin film spectra for reference. Unlike the SnO_{2} references that both display a single symmetric peak at ~487 eV, the SnO films exhibit large peak shifts with amorphization. While the crystalline SnO displays the Sn 3d_{5/2} peak at 486.2 eV, expected for a Sn^{2+} charge state,~23^{24} the peak shifts towards that of SnO_{2} (Sn^{4+}) with increasing disorder. Commensurate shifting of the O 1s peak towards that of SnO_{2} is also observed, as shown in Figure 3 (b). However, as the SnO films possess the correct ~1:1 stoichiometry and no Sn 3d_{5/2} spectral weight associated with undercoordinated Sn^{2+}, the peak shifts cannot be explained by simple over-oxidation or phase separation resulting in Sn^{4+}.

The binding energy of a core-level depends on not only the number of valence electrons or charge state, but also on the Madelung potential of the photoemitting atom and the electron chemical potential of the compound. Structural disorder will typically produce a wider spread of Madelung potentials, which results in a broadening of the core-level peaks.~24 This peak broadening is clearly evident in the HAXPES spectra of both amorphous SnO and SnO_{2}. The large energy shifts of the SnO core-levels are far more likely to result from changes in chemical potential. While the slight shift in peak positions between crystalline and amorphous SnO_{2} could reflect a simple over-oxidation, the more substantial (~1 eV) shifts in the SnO must represent considerable changes to the chemical environment.

Turning to the valence band HAXPES shown in Figure 3 (c), large transfers of spectral weight are observed in the SnO films with amorphization indicating substantial changes in the interatomic interactions and orbital hybridizations. Also shown in Figure 3 (c), this evolution of the VBM is reproduced by the DFT calculated total density of states (DOS) after orbital cross-section weighting and broadening to match the instrumental resolution of the HAXPES (see supporting information).~23^25 Notably, the shoulder-like feature at the valence band maxima (VBM) of SnO is found to diminish and eventually disappear with increasing structural disorder. This increases the band gap of amorphous SnO by ~1 eV, which allows the amorphous SnO films to maintain the transparency of their crystalline counterparts despite the loss of the indirect/direct band gap distinction (see Supporting Information). Moreover, as depicted in Figure 4 (a), p-type doping should still be allowed in amorphous SnO despite the ~1 eV lowering of the VBM, as it would possess an ionization potential similar to that of p-type CuAlO_{2}.~9

Significant changes to the SnO VBM are somewhat expected as these states are understood to result from an O 2p, assisted Sn 5s – Sn 5p lone-pair distortion of the layered litharge crystal structure, depicted in Figure 4 (b).~14^{15} These lone-pair interactions are already known to be highly sensitive to changes in the inter-layer distance in layered crystalline tin oxides.~29 The loss of the well-defined crystal layers and structural lone-pair distortions upon amorphization are therefore expected to greatly modify the lone-pair hybridizations. However, it is important to note that comparison between XPS and HAXPES confirms the topmost valence band retains its tin orbital character upon amorphization, indicating lone-pair hybridization must still play a fundamental role in forming these VBM states (see supporting information).
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**Figure 3.** (a), Diagram of predicted ionization potential change with amorphization. (b), Simplistic diagram of the orbital interactions leading to lone-pair electrons in crystalline SnO. (c), Unweighted DFT partial DOS of amorphous SnO_{2} and SnO.

While states near the VBM are typically attributed to under-coordinated oxygen in other amorphous post-transition metal oxides,~24^{26} the metal-rich stoichiometry of SnO means under-coordinated oxygen is unlikely to exist in large quantities. In addition, these oxygen states would typically be ascribed to localized defects caused by the spread in Madelung potentials;~25^{26} a phenomena which is insufficient to describe the large VBM feature observed in the amorphous SnO.

Although the role of under-coordinated oxygen in creating subgap states is well documented in Sn^{4+} oxide systems (e.g., Zn-Sn-O, In-Sn-O, etc.), recent calculations have pointed towards Sn-Sn defects as the source of an additional deep subgap state existing ~1 eV from the VBM.~32 Shown in Figure 4 (c), our unweighted calculated partial DOS are in excellent agreement with previous results for amorphous tin oxides; displaying only O 2p re-
lated states at the immediate VBM due to under-coordinated oxygen and a Sn 5s character subgap state ~1 eV above the VBM due to under-coordinated tin.32,33

For amorphous SnO, our calculations suggest O 2p character does not constitute the entirety of the VBM, in agreement with our experimental results. Instead, a mix of both O 2p and Sn 5s – Sn 5p character makes up the topmost valence band states despite the loss of the layered structure. This is consistent with a recent theoretical study on crystalline, single-layer SnO, which suggests the absence of inter-layer lone-pair interactions can result in more on-site Sn 5s – Sn 5p hybridization and a consequent widening of the band gap.34
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**Figure 5.** (a) Calculated pair distribution functions and (b) calculated bond angle distributions for crystalline and amorphous SnO and SnO₂.

The calculated pair distribution functions shown in Figure 5 (a) lend further support to the previous conclusions. For the amorphous SnO₂, the calculated coordination number for O-Sn is 2.98, suggesting a small amount of oxygen under-coordination. Some counterbalancing O-O over-coordination is also observed due to the exact SnO₂ stoichiometry, shown by the small feature at ~1.4 Å in the O-O pair distribution function. This is consistent with the observation of under-coordinated oxygen related subgap states in amorphous SnO₂ resulting from a broader spread in Madelung potentials.

For the SnO, far greater changes are observed with amorphization. While the Sn-O distance remains fairly stable with amorphization, barring a slight shift (~0.1 Å) towards that of SnO₂, the predominant Sn-Sn distance decreases by ~1 Å while the O-O increases by ~1 Å. This is indicative of a clustering of the tin atoms and spreading out of the oxygen atoms, which would result in a substantial number of Sn-Sn interactions and little to no under-coordinated oxygen.

The calculated bond angle distributions, shown in Figure 5 (b), also indicate a clustering of tin atoms. For amorphous SnO, the Sn-O-Sn bond angle distribution shows two predominant bond angles (i.e., ~70° and ~140°), suggesting an asymmetric distribution of the tin surrounding oxygen atoms. In contrast, only one main O-Sn-O bond angle (~100°) is observed, suggesting a more uniform distribution of oxygen around individual tin atoms. Interestingly, the opposite behavior is observed in amorphous SnO₂, with the Sn-O-Sn and O-Sn-O showing one (~100°) and two (~70° and ~140°) main bond angles, respectively. This suggests more oxygen clustering is occurring in the amorphous SnO₂.

Isosurfaces of the VBM states, shown in Figure 6, strongly support the idea of tin clusters in amorphous SnO. While the oxygen related VBM states in SnO₂ exist localized around oxygen sites, the tin lone-pair related states in amorphous SnO clearly exhibit a propensity to form extended clusters. The states that form these clusters are homologous to those of the Sn-Sn defects in amorphous SnO₂. However, the metal rich stoichiometry of SnO allows for a much greater number of such states, forming extensive regions of spatial overlap, which lead to significant delocalization of the VBM. As a result, a sufficient density of these clusters could potentially facilitate the creation of continuous hole conduction pathways. Similar electron conduction pathways have been identified in amorphous indium oxide.35 While this conduction would of course be limited by the charge transfer/hopping between conductive domains, similar to amorphous IGZO or conjugated polymers,36-38 this issue might be addressed by altering domain extent and inter-connectivity through careful control of composition, disorder, and other factors.

**CONCLUSIONS**

Structural disorder in SnO is found to facilitate stronger interactions between the Sn 5s and Sn 5p orbitals than might be expected, resulting in a widening of the band gap. These orbital interactions also enable the valence band maximum to maintain substantial metal s-orbital character despite the loss of the lone-pair distorted orbital/structure of crystalline SnO. We predict that the resulting valence band maximum of amorphous SnO will have less spatial localization than the O 2p derived valence band maximum of SnO₂ and similar n-type oxides.
Figure 6. Spatial distribution of the VBM states (isosurfaces at 5×10^{-3} e/Å^3) for crystalline and amorphous (a), SnO_2 and (b), SnO.

We propose that this lone-pair stabilization via metal atom clustering may provide a new means to enable continuous hole conduction pathways in amorphous lone-pair active oxides, provided stoichiometry and atomic coordination are properly controlled.

METHODS

Sample Growth. All SnO thin films were grown via pulsed laser deposition (PLD) using a sintered SnO target at the Analytical and Diagnostics Laboratory (ADL) at Binghamton University. Fully amorphous SnO films were grown at room temperature on both molybdenum-coated and uncoated soda-lime glass substrate. Crystalline and partially crystalline SnO thin films were grown epitaxially on a single crystal, (001)-oriented yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ) substrate at 575 °C with a fluence of 2 J/cm^2, as reported previously. Films were grown under a base pressure of 3 × 10^{-6} Torr with oxygen partial pressures from 1.8 to 3.0 × 10^{-4} Torr.

The epitaxial SnO_2 reference thin film was grown by co-depositing tin and distilled ozone on an atomically smooth single crystal, rutile (110)-oriented TiO_2 substrate via reactive molecular beam epitaxy. The growth was performed at 450 °C under a distilled ozone background pressure of 1.0 × 10^{-6} Torr. The amorphous SnO_2 reference thin film was grown at room temperature on a glass substrate via RF magnetron sputtering with a SnO_2 target and 5 mTorr Ar partial pressure.

X-ray Diffraction. X-ray diffraction (XRD) was performed using a PANalytical X'Pert PRO XRD system. The c-SnO and c-SnO_2 references displayed the expected sharp XRD peaks. The partially crystalline films display broadened peaks indicating disorder and/or small crystal grain sizes. The only peaks apparent in the spectra of the fully amorphous films were due to the sample holder and substrate on which several of the samples were grown. These features were absent when amorphous substrates were used and the samples were large enough to fully encompass the x-ray beam.

UV-Visible Spectroscopy. Optical transmittance and reflectance spectra were measured with a Filmetrics F20 series reflectometer with a T-1-UV transmittance upgrade. Fabry-Pérot oscillations observed below the films’ optical absorption edges necessitated the inclusion of reflectance spectra in the Tauc plot analysis to determine accurate band gap values (see Supporting Information).

Hall Measurements. Hall measurements were performed on the films using an Ecopia HMS-5000 Hall Effect Measurement System with indium contacts. Partially crystalline SnO films were found to be p-type from Hall measurements, while the fully amorphous films could not be accurately measured by the system.

X-ray Spectroscopy. Soft x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was performed using a laboratory-based monochromated Al Kα x-ray source with a hemispherical analyzer located in the Analytical and Diagnostics Laboratory (ADL) at Binghamton University. Measurements were performed with a pass energy of 23.5 eV, corresponding to an instrumental resolution of 0.51 eV, determined from analyzing the Fermi edge and Au 4f_7/2 peak of Au foil references.

The surface sensitive nature of XPS meant that additional care was employed for studying the SnO films because of possible surface oxidation. SnO samples were transferred into the XPS chamber adjacent to the PLD chamber immediately after growth to minimize surface contamination and oxidation, with the exception of the
highest crystallinity SnO and amorphous SnO$_2$ films, which display non-negligible surface contamination as a result (see Supporting Information). Spectral contributions from surface contamination were distinguished from those of the bulk material through comparison between XPS and HAXPES, which possesses a ~4x deeper probing depth.\(^{39}\)

Hard x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (HAXPES) measurements were performed at the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) bending magnet beamline X24 at the National Synchrotron Light Source (NSLS) at Brookhaven National Laboratory. Measurements were performed at a 4 KeV photon energy, with a pass energy of 500 eV and a Gaussian instrumental broadening of 0.45 eV, comparable instrumental resolution to the laboratory-based XPS at the ADL. The higher photon energies utilized for HAXPES increased our effective probing depth to 12 - 15 nm versus only 3 - 4 nm for XPS. Binding energy calibration of the data was performed using Au references, as internal references such as the carbon 1s peak proved unreliable.\(^{40}\)

**Computation.** All DFT calculations were preformed using the Vienna Ab Initio Simulation Package (VASP)\(^{41}\)within the projector augmented wave formalism.\(^{42,43}\) To represent the electron density, a plane wave basis with a cutoff energy of 400 eV was used and we employed the PBEsol exchange and correlation functional for molecular dynamics.\(^{44}\) Molecular dynamics simulations were performed using the Gamma point only k-point sampling. The structures were obtained by melting the crystal phase at 3000 K, followed by cooling to 0 K at a rate of $5 \times 10^{15}$ K s$^{-1}$.\(^{45}\) In the final structure, the volume and ionic degrees of freedom were relaxed. The crystalline structures were optimized with the same functional with a cutoff energy of 500 eV, using the k-point density sampling as prescribed by Moreno and Soler.\(^{46}\) For the calculation of the electronic structure a degree of exact exchange was included using the HSE functional.\(^{47}\) All structure analysis was performed using the R.I.N.G.S. code.\(^{48}\) Once the effects of experimental broadening and orbital sensitivity were applied to the resultant calculated DOS,\(^{3}\) and the energy axes were manually aligned with those of the experimental data, excellent agreement was observed between measured and theoretical electronic structure.
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